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Introduction

Snow glide is the translational slip of the entire snow pack over a sloping ground surface.
Requirements for snow glide have been established from field measurements by in der Gand and
Zupancic (1966) and by McClung (1981) include:

- a relatively smooth surface
- snow/ground interface temperatures above 0° C, thus guaranteeing the presence of water
- 15° slopes or greater for roughnesses typical of alpine terrain

Free-water at the snow/ground interface is a very important controlling mechanism for snow
glide. Free-water at the snow/ground interface affects the material properties of snow and
promotes separation of the snow pack from the ground, allowing for higher rates of snow glide
(McClung and Clarke, 1987). It is thought that intervals of rapid snow glide precede, or at least
coincide with, the release of full-depth avalanches. Full..<fepth avalanches are difficult to predict
using traditional avalanche forecasting methods and are also more difficult to control using
explosives. Using measured rates of snow glide and meteorological variables, this research will
help to characterize the relationship between fast rates of snow glide and the release of full-depth
avalanches.

Methods

Data were collected from a field site located along the Coquihalla Highway in the Cascade
Mountains of Southern British Columbia for two seasons (1992-93, 1993-94). Continuously
recorded rates of snow glide are measured on a 31° slope adjacent to active avalanche paths
using gauges similar to those described by in der Gand and ZupanCic (1966). Results from this
study augment research by McClung et al. (1994) which used measured rates of snow glide to
characterize the seasonal, diurnal, and spatial nature of snow glide on bare rock.

Air temperatures, snow/ground interface temperatures, radiation conditions, and occasional snow
profiles accompany snow glide measurements. Precipitation data and a record of avalanche
occurrences are provided by the Avalanche Section of the Ministry of Transportation and
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Highways (MOTH). Only full-depth avalanches occurring on the same smooth rock adjacent
to the instrumented glide site were selected for analysis.

Results

Results indicate that it is a complex combination of meteorological and snow pack conditions
which lead to increased rates of snow glide. Data from two seasons show that contributions of
free-water from rainfall and from snow melt greatly affect rates of snow glide and are the most
likely trigger mechanism for full-depth avalanches. In 1992-93, 31 % of all full-depth avalanches
may be attributed to rainfall, 50% due to snow-melt associated with high air temperatures, and
19% are without easy explanation (ie. cold conditions). In 1993-94, 69% of all full-depth
avalanches may be attributed to rainfall, 26% due to high air temperatures, and 5% are without
easy explanation for release.

Figure 1 illustrates glide velocities at two gauged locations at the study site for the 1993-94
season. The seasonal record corresponds with characteristics described for previous years
(McClung, et al., 1994), confrrming the stability of seasonal snow glide characteristics. The
record of snow glide and avalanche release for both study seasons illustrates that time periods
of full-depth avalanche activity do correlate with higher rates of snow glide, but that there is no
threshold, or peak, velocity associated with release. If anything, avalanches release prior to
peaks in glide rate. This difference may possibly be explained by the location of the glide site
in relation to the avalanche paths. Snow glide instrumentation might provide more representative
information if instruments are placed in the starting zones of avalanche paths.
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Figure 1: Rates of Snow Glide and Full-Depth Avalanche Occurrence for the 1993-94
Season, Coquihalla, B.C.
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